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C. 0. P. — S. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

February 13, 1948—No. 17

MARDI GRAS IS
>SA Welcomes Newcomers
^With Dance at Armory

ni

jdusic by Bud Stone
\nd His Orchestra

MARCH OF DIMES
Wednesday and Thursday of
next week Faculty Members
will pass an envelope in the
classrooms for a dime from
each student. Bring a dime to
class.

WITH PROVISIONS
Mardi Gras will be! The annual "spring festival, set for April
15-16-17, was voted on by the Ex-Committee Monday and has since
been approved by the Junior and Senior College Approval Commit
tee. The Mardi Gras has been okeyed with the following provisions:
fPSA CARD HOLDERS
Both PSA cards of the couple
will be presented at the PSA of
fice. These will be stamped, and
one ticket given to a couple. At
the dance, both stamped cards
and the ticket must be presented
at the door. The ticket will be
anc
taken by the guards.

Dr. Bawden, Dr. Jonte
Lead Friends Into Desert

A welcoming dance for n<
•dents, featuring the very solid
|msic of Bud Stone and his or• lestra, is being sponsored by the
acific Student Association on
ebruary 21 at the Stockton
rmory. Dancing will take place
I etween the hours of eight and
velve.
The dance, which may be at•nded either stag or by couples,
• the only one that the organizaon is putting on in which no
SA card will be needed to atI 'nd. New students are especially
jivited to drop around and get
' a -quainted.

The Twelfth Tour

N j Rjnehart III

The College of the Pacific and
Stockton Junior College are wind
ing up for their twelfth take-off
to Death Valley and the Mojave
Desert Region to be conducted
March 20 to 27, inclusive. The
tour is under the joint direction
of Dr. A. T. Bawden and Profes
sor J. H. Ponte, and their able
corps of specialists.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
FILLS IN
Nanci Rinehart, newly elected
editor of the Pacific Weekly, is
ill at her home in Oakland. Nanci
is expected to be back at school
within two or three weeks. Dur
ing her absence Bruce Coleman
will fill in as acting editor.

LOYELL TO SPEAK
TO CAMPUS GROUPS

PSA CARD HOLDER
AND GUEST

The card holder must present
his card to be stamped. He must
register his guest with the PSA
office, and will receive a card
showing: MARY SMITH, guest of
TOM JONES. This couple will be
given a different colored ticket
of admittance. At the door, the
guest's name will be checked off
of the list of names.

The automobile caravan trip is
planned
primarily as a scientific
I The Armory was chosen as the
ALUMNI
Bob English will head the huge and educational one, for studying
N ght of the affair, as no dances
The Alumni must write or call
j h iay be held in the college gym- cast of over 40 performers in Pa nature in the rough and observ
Dr. John Lovell Jr., will be on in person to the Alumni office.
cific
Little
Theater
next
produc
ing
the
application
of
scientific
jljasium until March 1 because of
They will be handled under the
principals. Interesting stooping the campus for the entire week
II ie basketball season. As yet no tion.
beginning Monday, Feb. 15. He is above arrangements by that of
points
along
the
way
will
include
; dance committees have been
fice.
Kern River Canyon, Joshua Trees, coming as one of the lecturers of
closen.
Each house has pledged to sup
American Potash and Chemical the Visiting Lectureship spon
port the Mardi Gras as a func
sored
by
the
American
Friends
Corporation at Trona, Hoover
7 ilbur Chay to Talk
tion based on high standards and
Dam, Zabriskie Point, and the Service Committee.
has agreed to cooperate with the
During
his
stay
he
will
address
Old Harmony Borax Works.
'The Tragedy of King Richard
(£ Sunday Chapel
the SCA, will speak at the chapel Student Affairs Committee in
College credit may be earned
III," greatest of all Shakespeari
service next Tuesday, and will be maintaining controls. Specific pro
J Mr. Wilbur Chay of the Chinese an histories, is now in produc by doing the work prescribed for the guest at a meeting of stu cedure will be that if anyone is
fhristian Center, Stockton, will tion at the Pacific Little Theatre the course selected. The cost of dents majoring in English on disorderly, he will be reported to
the guest speaker at the Sun- Performances are scheduled for the trip is $54. Thf party is being Wednesday Evening. He will also the police on duty and ejected
Chapel, Feb. 15, at eleven March 5, 6, 12, and 13, at 8:30 organized on a cooperative basis address several classes in Eng from the Mardi Gras. No one will
[clock.
and highlights are apt to appear
p. m.
lish, sociology, and other sub be allowed to re-enter the audi
when students, professors, par
torium.
The theme of Mr. Chay's talk
Heading the huge cast of over ents and friends find themselves jects.
Mardi Gras time is carnival
[HI be "International Brother- forty performers in the third Lit
time. Patterned after the original
i°od of Man. His topic will be tle Theatre production of the cur sleeping and eating in the open
LOVELL
New Orleans fete this will be
lAll Men Under Heaven Are rent season is Robert English, from Stockton to Stockton.
Pacific's eleventh celebration of
Brothers."
who last year scored a tremend
its kind. The Big Parade, Open
L I lle Chapel exercises will be ous hit as the father in "The BarHouse for alumnae and friends
W J" er the student leadership of rotts of Wimpole Street". As a
and
the Grand Mask Ball will be
u n once Dudley.
consequence of his brilliant work
stem attractions to be climaxed
upon the Pacific stage, he was
by the selection of "Queen of the
awarded the coveted F. Melvyn
The recently successful Coloma
Mardi Gras" from candidates of
tour, organized under the aus
every house and living group.
FRESHMEN! There will be Lawson Drama Award.
pices
of the California History
The theme of Mardi Gras has
Supporting English will be
i
Welcoming rally for you
not been announced yet but will
ij . 1Urs<hiy, Feb. 19th at the reg- such notables as Byron- Myer, Foundation, inaugurated a series
be worked out by the chairman
•T~r assembly period (11:00). Gene McCabe, Patty Lou Peters, of auto caravan tours to points
of the event in cooperation with
I\ ls imP°rtant to you that you Barbara Rowley, Winnie Mer- of historic significance through
the Dean of Men and Dean of
|
present, not only to see the riam, Don Cross, Les Abbott, and out California.
ri in our school, but also to
Women.
Joe Hinman.
The second tour, under the di
I _ f". something of our school
The stage set, created by de rection of F. Melvyn Lawson,
:
lt,s traditions. There will
Ij ,
signer Anthony Reid, is of the scheduled for the 21st day of
1
. JTI,S' the school band, en- revolving type, allowing for four February will be to Sacramento
and vicinity and will include Sut
of .^*nrnenL and the reading individual settings.
the freshman code. All of
ter's Fort and the Capitol.
J,shouid attend and show
Enrollment in the tour may be
e rest of the school that you
5. C. A. Dance
obtained through Dr. G. A. Wer
e with
Speaker Dr. John Lovell will be
us right from the
Tomorrow evening the Student ner and the price of the trip
first.
campus guest next week.
($3.00)
includes
transportation
Christian Association will pre
» ®on't forget —THURSDAY,
sent a St. Valentine's Dance in and meals. Transportation will
Dr. Lovell was born in Ashe19 th—AUDITORIUM ASthe SCA building. Dancing will be in private cars.
ville, N. C., in 1907. His bachelor's
,CMBLY PERIOD—(11:00) —
The cost of all four tours which and master's degrees are from
take place between the hours of
"h THERE'
nine and twelve. New people on include trips to Placerville, Grass Northwestern University and his
1.
the campus are especially invited.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
—>

RICHARD III
CAST SET

History Foundation
Organized

I

LET'S
TAKE
POLY

TONIGHT!.
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NEW READING ROOM
IN OWEN HALL

EX-COM

DANCE SATIRIST

Matters brought up at the Ex
I Committee meeting M o n d a v
I night opened a new season 0f
i trials, tribulations and trurr,
! peteerings for the two colleges
Dean Betz introduced the d&
cussion of student government
vote against the federation of the
three separate units of the 644
Plan.
Ralph Guild, chairman of the
Rally Committee, announced that
he is looking for ten new mem
bers to take charge of the as
semblies.
Manuel Furtado told the com
mittee that the new billboard for
the Cub House will go up soon

A reading room to accommo
date'students who wish to study
their own text books has been
provided in Owen Hall by the
College Library. The room is sit
uated on the west end of the
first floor.
The room will take care of
approximately 140 students and
has adequate lighting and com
fortable chairs. The present plan
is to keep the room open from
nine to twelve A. M. and from
one to four P. M. with the possi
bility that it may be open three
days a week in the evening.
The reason for providing this
facility is to relieve the over
crowded conditions in the library
at the present because of stu
dents using the reading rooms
there for studying their own
text books.
It is hoped that this practice
will be discontinued and that
only those wishing to use the
library reference books will
study in the library.
As soon as subscriptions can
be obtained, the new reading
rooms will be provided with
magazines and newspapers.
At the present the library com
mittee is working on the plans
for a new library building, that
will have adequate seating for
the present enrollment, but this
procedure will take some time.

Of Iva Kitchell "The audience had
presentation of a PSA card. This
a fine time and said so."

ticket of admission entitles the
students to sit in a special stu
dent section of the auditorium.

Ira Kitchell to
Dance Here

Iva Kitchell, America's number
one dance satirist, will appear for
a one-performance engagement at
the Stockton High School Audi
torium at 8:30 p. m. on Thurs
NO. MISS TYLER, THE INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE IS NOT 'WHAT
day, February 19th. The dancer,
ARE YOU DOING TONIGHT'."
who is classed as "irresistibly
FIRE FATALITIES
Americans than were killed at funny," is being brought
Stockton under the auspices of
Since 1900, according to statist Iwo Jima. Over 4,000 Americans DeMarcus Brown.
made the supreme sacrifice dur
ics of the National Fire Protec
Miss Kitchell is now on a na
ing World War IPs bloodiest bat
tion association, 16 major fires tle, yet 4,971 Americans have died tion-wide tour, after scoring
double-barrelled success when she
accounted for the lives of more needlessly in only a small frac filled huge Carnegie Hall, and
tion of fatal fires that have rav kept her audience laughing from
aged this country since the turn beginning to end. Such magazines
as Look, Life, Newsweek, and
of the century.
Time have recently published
Every so often we take the sol very favorable reviews of her
emn pledge to lay off puns. Then shows.
a court in Oregon sends a girdle
She has appeared recently at
thief up for a stretch.
such educational institutions as
Columbia, Bucknell, Clark, and
Fordham. Of her performance at
PLEASING
State Teachers' College, Kirks
DISTINCTIVE
ville, Mo., it was said: "Iva
Kitchell
was inimitable, her pro
- G I F T S gram is unique and delightful in
FOR ALL
its subtle humor ancl artistry.
OCCASIONS
The audience had a fine time and
— at —
said so."
Reservations are now being
Walter's House
made at the DeMarcus Brown Box
Office at 133 Bridge Place. Stu
of Gifts
dent rated tickets may be pur
2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112 chased at the Pacific Little
1
Theatre Box Office' for $2, upon

HOLLYWOOD

B e a u t y Hint

141AP

FRESHMAN WELCOMING RALLY,
THURSDAY AT 11 IN THE AUD.I

WHERE THERE'S COKE
THERE'S HOSPITALITY
19

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear

Starring MARILYN MAXWELL, M-G-M
HOLLYWOOD—Did you know that yon
can plan and arrange your summertoa*
ning along lines just as artistically sound
as you use in the application of youi
make-up? A simple, effective and attrac
tive formula is to tan the legs much dark
er than the arms, shoulders, and fac
with a "dark stocking" contrast resultin?
Always avoid having the arms and should
ers tan in darker tones than the fac*
Once you have achieved a tan effe**
which pleases you, and which you wifh
to preserve, keep an eye on every deto
of it, and keep the pleasing effect into''
by continued sunning of any areas whit
may come to need it.

DEL

DEQUINE

Omega Phi

2-9502

Your Campus Representative
for

2009 PACIFIC AVE.

(Open Man. Eie. Till » P. M.)

333 E. MAIN ST.

COLLEGE GLEANERS

MAURICE'S SHOES
[m

3 to 4 days pick-up and
delivery service

MILLER-HAYS CO. |

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS

Ask Jor it either Kay ., . both

trade-marks mean the same thing.

lOTTUD UNDE* AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMVfiY By
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.

—

O 19*8, Tha Coca-Colo Compoay

MEATS

Plumbing With A Smile

CATERING

Gaia-Delucchi Co.

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

i

American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
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Big and Little Sisters
Omega Dance
Will Come to the Party
Tomorrow Night Tau Kappa Kappa is holding

Omega Phi's Morganti
Marilyn Wallace Fenton-Bauman
Exchange Vows
To Wed Claire Asselin
Is Engaged
At two o'clock on Sunday, Feb
ruary 1, Sally Fenton and John
Bauman exchanged vows in a for
mal ceremony in Morris Chapel.
Following the ceremony, the
couple left for Carmel, where
they are spending their honey
moon.
2 a P°em written 011 a red
They have made plans for liv
heart.
. . . ing in Los Angeles, while John
Marilyn, who is a low junior in
completes his schooling in the
the College of the Pacific, is maUniversity of Southern California.
Sally is affiliated with Alpha
Theta Tau; John is affiliated with
Rho Lambda Phi.

Monday night dinner at
Lambda Sigma, Marilyn
Epsilon
announced her engageSrtto George Fredrickson. The
Announcement came with the
presentation of a box of candy
At a

formal initiation of new pledges
and a formal installation of offi
cers on Thursday, honoring Pres
ident Joan Wendels and VicePresident Renee Nevraumont.
Also on the list of new officers
were Recording Secretary Gene
vieve Metzler, Treasurer Moss
Little, Correspondent Secretary
Joy Smith, Assistant House Man
ager Cathy Batten, House Man
ager Dorothy Garner,, Gerry Mof
fat as Pledge Captain and Carol
Romer, Betty Mission, and Shir
ley Mahoney as Custodians. Evie
Grant is the Musician, Virginia
Morell the Chaplain, Ann Slaugh
ter, Reporter, and Marjorie
The Archite Committee on Knoles, Historian. Tagging along
"Sumpthin' 'n' Everythin'" re I but mighty strong are Joyce
veal three possible themes for Tripp as Corsage Chair, Gerry
their dance next Saturday night. Porter as ' Publicity Chair and
Among the one's they are to S e r g e a n t - a t - A r m s C h a r l o t t e
choose from are "Black-Cat Verdi.
B o u n c e", "Heart-Beats", and
T. K. will hold its informal in
"Leap-Lovers".
itiation on Monday, February 9,
Don Ratto's Combo will furnish with Ellen Anderson acting as
the music for the dance which General Chairman. New pledges
lasts from nine 'till twelve.
are Betty Lee Dawson, Shirley
Gilmore, Pat Jarvis, Shirley Ma
honey, Dorothy Minimum, Mari
lyn McKay, Louise Munz, Betty
Nissen, Angela Pastor, Vivian
The recent elections at Alpha Schomberg, Marie Sangvenetti,
Kappa Phi reveal that Everett Marilyn Tobner and Joyce Tripp.

"Harmony in Heartbeat" is the
them of Omega Phi Alpha's Val
entine Dance tomorrow night.
The dance lasts from nine4'till
twelve, and will feature the "Har
mony" of Bud Stone's Orchestra.
Committee members for the
dance are: General Chairman,
Marvin Haun; Decorations, Har
lan Nelson; Patrons and Patron
esses, Harry Hook; and Food Don
Campus rumors of a local stu Gentry.
dent's engagement materialized
last evening when Marvin Mor
ganti passed the traditional box
of cigars to brother members of
Omega Phi Alpha, thus announc-

Tomorrow Night
Archania Dance

PASTOR-WILSON
MARRIED, FEB. 1

Ross Hanna Is Prexy
Of Alpha Kappa Phi

On Sunday evening February
1, 1948, at Morris Chapel, Angela
Pastor and Everett Wilson ex
changed vows before Chancellor
Wilson turned his gavel over to
Tully Knoles.
MT. SHASTA, Siskiyou County
the new President, Ross Hanna.
The 894 persons who cast their
The bride, who was given in
President Hanna's subordinat
marriage by her father, Vincente
ing crew are: Vice President, Hal angling lines in Castle Lake dur
Pastor, wore a white crepe satin
W h e a t l e y ; S e c r e t a r y , G l e n n ing the 1947 season took out 5802
MARVIN'S GIRL
gown, with a sweetheart neck
Smith; Treasurer, Amos Garden trout, spending a total of 2,741
line, long pointed sleeves, a drop ing his engagement to Miss Claire er; and House Manager, Edward man hours in the effort. The Di
vision of Fish and Game planted
waist and a long tain. A tierra Asselin of San Francisco.
Grigsby.
20,000 trout in the lake last year.
held her floor-length lace edged,
veil Th place. Her only jewelry, The bride-elect is the daughter
Christmas
Island,
in
the
In
The solid body of the earth is
was a gift from the bridegroom, of Mr. and Mrs. J. Asselin, and dian Ocean, has been known to
MARILYN
a rhinestone choker. In the center the engagement announcement navigators since about the mid composed of rocks and soil and
culminates a romance of several
is called the lithosphere.
joring in education. She is the of her bridal bouquet was a white
years. Miss Asselin is now em dle of the 17th century.
orchid,
nestled
in
bouvardia.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
ployed in the office of a San
The bride was attended by her
J. Wallace of Brentwood.
Francisco concern.
George served sixteen months sister, Ascension Pastor, as maid
Morganti, a journalism major
in the navy and is now a fresh of honor. The flower girl, Linda
man in Junior College. He is ma Somerhalder of Knightsen and in senior college, is also em
joring in pharmacy. His parents the maid of honor both woie yel ployed, as business manager of
are Mr. and Mrs. Jake Fredrick- low rayon-crepe dresses and car the Pacific Little Theatre. Prior
ried French bouquets of aqua to serving with the U. S. Navy
son of Antioch.
The couple have made no im carnations. Four other sisters at for three years, he attended
tended as bridesmaids, Christina, Stockton Junior College.
mediate wedding plans.
Betty and Nellie and Lorraine. | Their center aisle intentions
To prevent a cork from sticking They chose identical dresses of call for a late summer ceremony.
to a glue bottle, dip it in oil. It acqua and carried yellow daffo
wjll then slip out easily with no
dils.
,
, . ' man and David Stenick, Willard
effort.
Leon Croce attended as best I Klemin, Victor and Frank Pastor
l acted as ushers.
ODDS AND ENDS SALE . . . Quantities Lim
Angela is the daughter of Mr.
ited .. . Up to 50% Off — Lined and Unlined
and Mrs. Vincente Pastor of
Jackets . .. Sport Shirts . . . Heavy Wool Plaid
Knightsen. She is a junior stu
Shirts
. . . Engineers Boots ... House Slippers
dent in the College of the Pacific,
majoring in physical education.
. . . Rain Coats . . . Rain Pants ... All Wool
Her sorority is Tau Kappa Kappa.
Sweaters . . . Fishing and Hunting Pants.

SKI SALE —

. . . Real Values in Skiis, Bindings,
Poles, Clothing, etc. Skiis Rented
Skiis Waxed . . . Metal Edges
Installed.

MEN-

Valentine's Day, Sat. Feb. 14th

• - - - - GIVE CANDY TO THE
FAVORITE GIRL FRIEND - - - MISS

SAYLOR'S CRAFT MADE
Heart Shaped Box, 1 lb

. nft
!^*u"

MlSS

SAYLOR'S FRENCH CREAM
Heart Shaped Box, 1 lb.

^HITMAN'S Heart Shaped Box, 1 lb

52.00

J0HNSTON'S

Assorted Chocolates
Heart Shaped Box, 1 lb..

WHITMAN'S

eo
S2-"°

SAMPLER, 17

52.00

^HITMAN'S FAIRHILL, 1 lb

.$1.50

^HITMAN'S MINIATURES, 1 lb

51.50

^HITMAN Assorted Chocolates, 2 lb

*

— ALL GIFTS WRAPPED FREE —

\C_ 33S3 PRC/F/C RVENUZ
—

53.50

Everett is a senior in the col
lege and a sociology major. He is
a past president of Alpha Kappa
Phi and the inter-fraternity
council, and senior representa
tive to the executive committee.

Big Little Sister
Party Wednesday
On next Wednesday night from
eight until nine-thirty, the annu
al Big Little Sister Party will be
held in the dance studio on the
second floor of the gymnasium.
Chairman for the entertain
ment committee is Lois Talcott,
who says that community sing
ing, a fashion show and enter
tainment win be provided for the
girls, the big and little sisters on
campus.
The purpose of the party is to
orient the girls about campus
life. Every new girl is invited to
attend.

GIRLS—
Warm Lined Jackets . . . Rain Coats . . . Lea
ther Western Vests and Jackets ... All Wool
Sweaters.
Large shipment of Spalding Bucks and Saddles
due this month. I have Spalding Loafers in stock
now.

SPORT SHOP
129 E. WEBER

DIAL 2-2297
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TIGERS - VS - POLY

Rejuvenated Juncos Entrain for Yuba

SPORTS

MUSTANGS INVADE TIGER COURT

Rival Bulldogs
Host Bengals

Tigers Take Two
For Three

By TED COLLINS
CCAA basketball returns to the
Pacific iMU'illon tonight when the
COP Varsity collides with the
California Poly Mustangs from
San Luis Obispo at 8:30 p.m. To
morrow evening the Tiger quin
tet travels to the Raisin City for
still another league game with
the Fresno State Bulldogs.

Meet ROLAND TILSTRA,
sharp-shooting Cai Poly guardforward, who wan runner-up to
Hank Moroskt in team scoring
in 1947 for tonight's invaders.

HOOP STANDINGS
CAL COLL. ATH.
Tam—
W
San Jow
A
San Dteso Stale
3
Pacific
3
Santa Uarliara .
2
Frmno State
1
Cat Poly
0

ASSOCIATION
L Prt
I1» OP
0 l.nno 2Sfi 221
0 l.non 1S3 120
S
-KKi 307 31.1
3 .400 2*1 270
3
.2.10 1*4 207
5
.000 241 29*

NO. CAUF. JUNIOR COLL
A DIVISION
W I. Pc«
7 1
A71
_7 1
J471
1 3
.021
4 4
.500
4 4
.100
4
.429
0 7
.000
B DIVISION
Team—
W I. Prt
Sen Franclaco
5 3
.021
Placer
4 3
371
Napa
4 4
.100
Stockton
4 4
.100
Sallnaa
3 1 .37.1
Santa ROM
3 1 .371
Sacramento
2 « .210
Team—
Marin
San Mateo
Grant
Modroto
Menln
Vallejo
Yuba

CONF.
111
394
422
430
383
459

.303

OP
373
319
404
380
414

Tonight's clash between the
Orange and Black of Pacific and
the Green and Gold of Poly prom
ises to be another nip-and-tuck
battle bcttVoen the two casaba
clubs. A little over a month ago
Tommy Tiger emerged the victor
In a hotly contested struggle In
the Poly gym. To achieve this
win the local hoopsters were
forcer to overcome a 24-15 halftime disadvantage. A last second
lay-up shot by Bud Proulx tied
the game at 46-46 at the end of
the regular playing time. Still
another last second basket by big
Stan McWllliams In the overtime
period pulled the Tigers through
by the score of 57-55.
Present league standing finds
COP in third place with three
wins and an equal number of de
feats, while the Mustangs have
failed to win a league start as yet.
However, the Tech boys, featured
by the fine, If not sensational,
play of guard Hank Moroski, all
CCAA last year, and forward Bob
Coghlan are having one of their
most successful seasons in his
tory.
In the .lanuary clash between
the two fives, Coughlan and cen
ter Jim Ellis led the southern
club with 17 and 15 points respec
tively while Bud Proulx and Stan
McWllliams each tallied 15 mark
ers for the Bengals. Probable
(continued on page 5)

On Jan. 30, the Orange and th£
Black journled to Palo Alto for
a non-conference game against
the Stanford Indians. Since bas
ketball got underway on the
coast last December, the Indians
have been very successful against
the Independent teams around the
bay area, although their PCC
record shows no wins and four
losses.
The boys from the farm had
anything but an easy time with
the scrappy Tiger outfit, as Stan
ford eked out a two-point win—
45 to 43. The difference In the
two teams was once again height,
and the Indians ability to stall
In the closing minutes of the
game.
Hank Pflster was high point
man for Pacific with 10 points.
Stan McWllliams and A1 Levy
followed with 9 markers each.
"Red" Rose of Stanford took top
scoring honors for both teams
with 13 markers.
GAELS STOPPED
The Tigers relumed home the
next evening to play host to an
other team sporting an Impres
sive record—the St. Mary's Gaels.
The Gaels are led by Frank Kudelka, one of the leading scorers
In the nation. Pacific pulled this
game out of the fire 50 to 47. In
the closing minutes of play tbe
score was tied 47 all, when Phil
Ortei connected for a field goal
(Continued on Page 5)

300

240 412
It. OP
397 .340
3*7 370

McWILLIAMS PACES SCORING

Player and Position—
393 3*1
421 414 Stan McWllliams. g
379 3*1
.301 403 Bud Proulx, f
30* 39* Hank Pflster, f
A1 Levy, g
Phil Ortez, c
Wayne Hardin, g
John Guilfoyle, c
Jim Enos, g-c
..
Ted Collins, g-L
Vernon Paris, c

MAUL MUSTANGS
TONIGHT
COP PAVILION
8:00 P. M.

By JOE STANISLAWSKY
The between-semester holidays
just concluded found the Tiger
quintet active on the hardwoods
Isith at home and on the road|
A total of three games w e r e
played with C.O.P. taking two
out of the three tilts played.

Pacific Totals
Opponent Totals

F.G.
Att.
298
188
229
110
129
63
61
30
26
....... 0
1134

F.T.
F.G. Att.
80
65
71
69
67
59
48
37
35
33
15
16
17
15
5
2
4
2 *
0
1
329
370

312
—

F.T. Fouls Pts.
49
46
209
178
38
36
175
38
41
32
24
106
90
20
15
9
29
39
30
35
5
12
ill
1
2
6
10
1
1
1
196
175

239
283

854
887

BOB THOMAS, who made Ids farewell appearance as a Cub
eager with a ll-pniiit«splurgc against Vallejo JC, totaled 221
points in his short but illustrious career. Thomas entered Col
lege of Pacific last Monday.

Cubs Travel Northward for Lone
Week-end Tilt in Title Drive
By GENE MORTAROTTI

The rapidly improving Stockton JUCOS Upset BUCS
JC quintet will take to the hard-:
'
wood again tomorrow night for
Van Sweet's Juco Cubs pro
their second meeting with Yuha duced their most astounding up
JC on the opposition's home set of the season Wednesday |
court.
night in downing the highly-fav
The last time these two clubs
met was on January 17 in Stock
ton where the Cuhs ran away
with a 41-23 win. Since then, the
Stockton club has improved tre
mendously In winning three out
of their last four games. The
Jucos stand now with a 5-and-4
record in league competition.
Yuha, In their division of the
Northern California Junior Col
lege Conference is still wlniess.

ored Modesto Pirates 48-42 on the
Pacific court. To Sweet, who had
been bedridden with a severe
case of flu, and his charges, the
victory meant a wide opien race
for B Division honors in the
Northern California Junior Col
lege Conference.
But the triumph for the Cuba
was hard earned Indeed as they
were forced to overcome a 28-20
lead at half time which the Pit"
ates had piosted. The Jucos began
their big spurt Immediately with
the resumption of hostilities by
cutting the Bucs advantage to
28-24 In the first three minutes.

Yuba, however, boasts of one
of the highest scores in the
league in the person of John
Lambros, a sharp-shooting for
ward from Oroville. The starting
five for Yuba includes George CUBS CAPTURE REBOUNDS
Vasho and Lambeau at forwards, The Cubs commenced to domi
Ed Brown at center, and Ken Cur nate both backboards almost com
tis and Jerry Schiller at the guard pletely due mainly to the efforts
of Bill Wirt, Howard Pearce, and
slots.
In the scoring department for John McCandless. The pressing
the Cubs this year, the team has and quick-shifting defense of the
managed to outscore their rivals S t o c k t o n q u i n t e t g r a d u a l ! ) '
933 to 918. As for individual scor thwarted the Modesto attacking, the honors go to forward holding the Invaders to 5 market*
Bobby Thomas who has netted in the next 12 minutes.
221 points in 16 games. Thomas The Cubs finally forged in'°
compiled an average of 13.8 the lead on a beautiful 20-foot
points pier game. Bill Wirt has set shot by Wirt. Stockton tor
closed in on second spot in the' creased the margin with a free
scoring race with 154 digits in throw by McCandless and a short
pivot-pushshot by John Totten12 contests for a mean of 12.8.
After Wirt had pushed the score
The Fife Building is at No. 1 to 39-33 on another long set shot.
(Continued on Page 5)
Drumm street in San Francisco.
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CUBS COMMENCE SPRING SPORTS
JUGOS RESUME TRACK Baseball Crop
Boasting' a 56-man turnout, JC lumbers 49
track coach Boyd Thompson's

Anttila Shaping Squad

Page 5

Sweet Men Divide
On Road Trip

Losing Bob Thomas and then ac
With high hopes of a success quiring elongated Howard Pearce,
only to lose his services on an
With an Junprecedented total
for a anve
drive
cnnad is preparing
preparing: ior
wiui of
01 ful defense of the Northern Cali eligibility ruling, Van Sweet's Cub
fornia
Junior
College
Conference
Van Sweet's Ti^er
Gone is another semester, and
toward division honors with six
cagers still managed an even
regularly scheduled practices per
.baseba11 squad began routine championship, Bill Anttila's Juco break in their first overnight trip lingering most fondly in the
workouts last Monday afternoon, swimmers began regular practice
minds of campus sports fans are
week.
Gracing the Stockton beanbali last Monday with a 24-man squad. of the season last week-end. The the memories of the unparalleled
Heading the galaxy of talent
Featuring John McCandless, Jucos met and vanquished Vai- success which our Bengals en
^«ene are 10 potential pitchers,
lejo JC on Friday 57-54 and
as- last year's captain and NCJCC dropped the Saturday clash to joyed on the gridiron during the
backstroke
champion,
along
with
recent season. Then the omni
STSlwho ^.mpetes
the!
'O' M.M booths.
returning lettermen Jack Ferrill, the Marin Mariners 52-39.
presence
of CHRIS KJELDSEN'S
Dan MiteMer. middle
«""•»«
After overwhelming the Red
springs ^
»
Coach Sweet is Chuck Davis the Jack Bodaracco and George Milvaliant cagers battling desperate
distance man. and Howard Stokes, I sensational shortst
from
ley, the Cub splashers seem des skins the previous Saturday,
NPJCC low hurdles champion
^ y ;
^dvls- tined for another league crown. 73-61, in their biggest scoring ly against overwhelming height
advantages has surely been an in
Sa
scouts
;nd an undefeated 440-man dur- ! fhnf°u"
" Francisco
As outstanding prospects, Ant splurge of the season, the Cubs spiration to the average hoop
thought
so
much
of
Davis
rern.lar sc
schedule.
Ij he was hosted by the geals fQr
that
ing the regular
& tila has Don Kent, Gene Nyquist, showed little respect for the Valfollower.
Thompson has also a flood of j two-week road trip during last and John Gardener for back lejo Jaysees. However, the locals
As we reminisce we also look
freshman talent which should summer. Included in a possible stroke events, and Dick Chapel, were constantly a part of a nip- assuredly toward a bountiful ath
and-tuck
battle
until
pulling
away
shape up well in junior college ; short-field combination are Wes as a breast-stroker.
letic year throughout 1948. With
competition. Highly respected on Miller and Lloyd Chelli, second
Bob Whitney is managing the with a three-point victory in the spring just around the corner
final
minute
of
play.
this list is Don Brooks, Mt. Diablo and third baseman respectively. squad for the second straight
The Tiger Cubs were faced with and all vernal athletics in the
High School hurdler who cap
Comprising the list of return season.
a
deficit at half-time 29-25 and tempo of the practice sessions,
tured the Northern ^ California ing veterans are .last year's crack
tied the game with only one and optimism is the keynote. HUGH
prep school title. Other notables battery-mates, Lawrence Gentry
one-half minutes remaining on McWILLIAMS is already deeply
of the Concord clan are George and Paul Devencenzi, besides Bob
Next week's Weekly Sports Tom Egan's free throw. A fast- involved in the process of groom
Burget, Cub fullback and out Leighton, the pint-sized infielder will feature a complete round
break bucket by John Totten and ing his Tiger nine for the CCAA
standing weight man, and Ed Em from Lodi. Other standout up of news from College of
a
charity toss by Jack Pierce pro crown. Pitching, the most accur
erson, whose best effort is
ate criterion of success on the
moundsmen are Veto Rameriz Pacific's spring practices. Look
vided the winning margin.
4:36.5 mile.
from Stockton High school, and for details from Hugh McWilTom Egan garnered scoring diamond, has sufficient depth
Ken Butler and Bob Cuff are Bob Grunski, a Ripon Hi grad liam's Tiger nine, Garlington's
honors for the evening with 14 w i t h J E R R Y H A I N E S , L O U
two other worthy prospects who uate.
netmen, Kjeldsen's swim team, with Bill Wirt following him with BRONZAN, STAN McWILLIAMS
achieved success in last year's
and JACK McFARLAND heading
Two prospects with outstand Athletic Director Jackson's 10 counters.
state high school meet. Butler ing records in service baseball are cinder squad, and Larry Siethe staff. LAURIE MONROE,
TARS TOPPLE CUBS
placed third in the 880 while Cuff George Albano and Russ Over- mering's boxing aggregation.
SONNY
ADKINS, and PETE
The Cubs moved down into
was runner-up in pole vaulting. acker. Both are wide-roaming
Marin County on Saturday where CHALMERS constitute a veteran
Leading mile candidate is Jack outfielders who are capable of in
they dropped a 52-39 decision to trio about which coach HUGH
Kirkpatrick whose record time is field duty.
the Marin JC Mariners. Marin can mold the inner defenses.
Tigers
Fresno
Bound
On the acquatic front we look
4:31. Jack was defeated only once
athletic officials declared tall
(Continued from Page 4)
for DON DRIGGS and BOB
as number one man on last fall's
ATTENTION BASEBALL
Howard
Pearce
ineligible
since
starters for the visitors tonight .,
STEELE to defend their confer
JC marathon squad. Henry OkaLOVERS
will by Coghlan and Tilstra at the,spnng semester was not yet ence titles in a successful man
mura and Leland Goff appear to
und
™y, and it was commonly ner with KEN MORK coming
Coach Van Sweet and his forwards, Ellis at center, and
be the broad jumping division's
that his presence in the into his own as the league's lead
Junior College baseball squad Moroski and Babich at the guard ^needed
leading contestants.
o n . ,
p
slots.
The
Mustangs,
a
small
°
?
m i g h t h a v e ing competitor in the back-stroke.
are in desperate and immedi
SpL, 6 T1?
team,
feature
speed
and
hustle
A repeat of CCAA laurels is in
ate need of a manager. All
The Cubs were never able to
aspirants for the position are plus deadly shooting.
order also for GARLINGTON'S
a
serlous
Tomorrow's clash at Fresno
threat-trailing netmen who swept all contenders
urged to contact Sweet in the
promises to be another tough go 30-15 during the intermission—to last year with the terrific trio of
Owen's Hall immediately.
for the Chris Kjeldsen coached the team that they conquered LARSEN, DRULINER, and PFIS
cagers. A month ago COP got hot handily the week before by a TER. HANK is still around along
68-50 count.
in the second half and soundly
Cubs Trounce
Nevertheless, Bill Wirt per with two other veterans of the
whipped the Bulldog to the tune
formed
in stylish manner, and 1947 squad, TED COLLINS and
Modesto
of 61-48. However, at that time
DON HAMILTON. Results of re
the Red and Blue cagers were there were few there who deemed cent winter matches shows HAM
(Continued from page 4)
him
less
than
the
best
man
on
Modesto began their last serious minus the services of their ace the court as he poured a total of ILTON to be in the best of form.
center, big Vern Riggins. Chances
Orchids to the splendid job of
bid for victory.
good that Riggins has made 19 points through the hoop,
recruiting talent done by RUSS
Rommey drove around Cub are
AIKEN, Pacific Alumni Secre
guarding for a lay-up and Peter up his scholastic difficulties by
son added a charity throw and a this date and may appear against Larry Scores a "One" tary. RUSS does a swell selling
job for the Tiger High Command
25-foot field goal thus tying the the smaller Tigers.
Stan McWilliams' 18 points led
With many members of the Col as the many new faces on the
count. But with six minutes still
Among other
remaining Jack Pierce again the COP quint to a win last lege of the Pacific and Stockton campus attest.
tilted the balance in Stockton's month while Cano, Becknell, and Junior College athletic staffs en transferees to COP Ls R. V. JOHN
Toomasian scored 10, 10, and 9 gaged in their respective avoca SON, a former St. Mary's Gael.
favor with a free throw.
Wirt continued his remarkable points respectively for the losers. tions during the mid-year vaca- JOHNSON will be recalled by
Starting for the Tigers against 1 tion, grid mentor Larry Siemer- many as a tackle on the "Whiz
long shooting with a 25-footer
running the score to 41-38. Hin- the bigger but slower Fresno ing scored the triumph of the Kids" of 1945. That was the sea
week.
son in which HERMAN WEDEman countered for the Pirates five will be Hank Pfister, hard
working
and
classy
forward,
Bud
Larry reports a hole-in-one MEYER earned ail-American hon
with two driving lay-ups to end
their threat.
Howard Pearce Proulx, another hustling forward, which he scored on the third hole ors.
Several weeks ago this column
counted with a jumping push- Phil "Corky" Ortez, the greatly of the Stockton Municipal Golf
shot and a foul throw with two i m p r o v e d p i v o t - m a n t a k i n g Course. Accompanying "Sharkey" made mention of the DeGROOTminutes to go. An overanxious over the center slot, while start on this eventful outing were two SCOTT engagement. We now
Buc defense was detected of foul ing at guards will be Stan Mc members of the Cub coaching learn that SALLY has left school
ing thrice during the final min Williams and flashy A1 Levy. This staff, Bill Anttila and Van Sweet. in favor of her man who recent
Queried as to the reaction that ly signed a one-year contract with
"-JcrU COJVV
ute of play with John Totten re same five will also start the Cal
Bill and Van showed, Siemering the New York Giants. Best of
ceiving the free throws and con Poly game.
replied "They didn't crack a luck to the couple.
1U0WI
verting each of them.
smile." With a vestige of a sly
STOCKTON JC
grin on the big man's counten
fg ft
tp
ance, Siemering added that his PACIFIC SKIERS
GAELS STOPPED
Bill Wirt
7
2
16
fellow golfers also remained sil
(Continued from Page 4)
Jack Pierce
2
1
5
ent as he approached the fourth PLACE HIGH
Howard Pearce
3
1
7 and a free throw to ice the game green.
Edy Kauppila of the C.O.P. Ski
Tom Egan
1
2
4 for Pacific.
A note of satisfaction was per Team placed sixth against 25 en
Arbuckle
F
1
3 Stan McWilliams was high for ceptible as Siemering related the trants in the class "B" jumping
Totten
4
4
12 Pacific with 17 points, followed brief conversation before teeing event at Truckee this past week.
McCandless
0
2
2 by Pfister with 13. For the losers, off for the fourth cup. Approach Kauppila made a good showing
Kudelka tanked 19 points, 15 ing his two accomplices, Larry in that he had practiced only one
18 13
49 coming in the second half.
remarked, "Bet you didn't beat day before the jump.
MODESTO JC
fg ft
tp CHICO DUMPED
a one." Two disgruntled duffers
Les Baxter and Charla Lyons
King
0
1
1 The Tigers wound up the holi muttered in disgust.
won their "Silver Sun" awards
Hinman
5
2
12 day schedule by taking the meas
racing at Sun Valley, while a
Peterson
2
0
6 ure of Chico State 64 to 57. The 15 shots from the floor to tie crack-up kept Bob Wilson from
Ragland
3
0
6 score was no indication of the with Timone of Chico for high winning the coveted "Gold Sun"
i Sullivan
3
1
8 strength of the two teams. Pa point honors for the night. Both award.
2
Shady
1
3 cific rolled up a big lead in the players scored 18 points. Also
Class "B" Slalom and Down
2
Milo
1
5 first half and they coasted in the figuring in Tiger scoring were Hill championships will be run
2019 PACIFIC AVE.
rest of the game.
Bud Proulx with 15, and Pfister this week-end at Donner Summit
16 10
42
Phil Ortez hit on seven out of and McWilliams both with 11. j by the Pacific skiers.

f„

CUBS JUMP TO
SECOND SPOT
WITH MODESTO WIN

PACIFIC DUMPS CHICO

HlcuJocnviVt
Ato/vwj I—Ul-

MM
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History Foundation

More on Lovell

(Continued from Page 1)
V alley, Columbia and nearby
points is $19.50.
The California History Founda
tion. under the directorship of
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, is a new
name on the campus and is not
only organizing the auto tours,
but is also making plans for con
tributing to the forthcoming Centennial celebration.
The Foundation was organized
for the purpose of promoting
more extensive study of the lusty
and poignant history of Califor
nia with particular attention to
(be Gold Rush Days and early
statehood.
The Foundation has published
Dr. Hunt's book "California
Ghost Towns Live Again" which
will be available by March 10.

(Continued from Page 1)

doctor's degree from the Univer
sity of California.
Dr. B. H. Lehman, chairman of
the Department of English at the
University of California, has
written: "Dr. John Lovett ... is
an excellent man, scholarly in
habit and wide-ranging in curios
ity. ... He has charm, an intui
tive sense of personal relation
ship, humor, and force. Without
in the least yielding his considi ered
judgments, he has a fine
sense of other views and recep
tivity as to these."
As one of the lecturers of the
Visiting Lectureship sponsored
by the American Friends Service
Committee, Dr. Lovell is visiting
many of the colleges and univer
NO ENEMIES
sities in California.
Tomajan Attending
You have no enemies, you say?
Before coming to Pacific, he
Alas! my friend, the boast Is
has spent a week each at Mills
School in New York
poor;
College, Pomona College, Occi
By JACK CASE
George Tomajan, Pacific Little
He who has mingled in the fray
dental College, and the University
Of duty, that the brave endure. Theatre favorite, who established i So far the Fence has chatted of California. He comes to StockMust have made foes! If you have himself as an excellent student i about such things as color com-, ton as the guest of the College
performer in recent years, is now
none,
binations, accessories, and fa-!of the Pacific and the Stockton
Small is the work that you have attending the New School of brics, but now the Ornele(?) will Junior College,
done.
Social Research in New York
speak of such things as outlines I Dr. Lovell is Associate ProfesYou've hit no traitor on the hip. City. Tomajan, upon the recom
.
. . outlines of your ensemble. ; sor of English at Howard Univer- Friends Service , Committee, Dr.
You ve dashed no cup from per mendation of Director DeMarcus
Lovell is the first one to visit
IN THE BEGINNING, we have sity' Washington, D. C„ and has
Brown, was accepted as an ad
jured lip.
schools on[ the Pacific Coast.
also
as debate coach, diYou've never turned the wrong vanced student; the major por- four outlines; rectangular, tri- rectorserved
ot the Howard Players, Other lecturers have spoken at
I tion of his circulum being to per angular, the square (no inferr-'
to right.
anc s
nsor of Stylus, the univer- colleges and universities on the
You've been a coward in the fight. form with a reportary company ence) and the inverted triangle. |1 s *y P°
East Coast and in the Middle
Among
these
four
groupings,
you
*(
literary
magazine,
at Broadway Theatre.
West. Some twenty-three schools
He
has
a]so
been
should find one that you can fit '
chairman of
George appeared in many local into (still no inferrence). So go the Student Affairs Committee have entertained at least one of
the lecturers since the Lecture
productions. Among them are
along with me for awhile and for ten years> except for his 33
ship
was founded in January,
"You Can't Take It With You," we'll both see.
months' service
tomi™ in the Army.
a
tt.
He
"Arsenic and Old Lace," and most
.has written several articles and 1945. Among the schools visited
recently, "The Yellow Jacket" and RECTANGULAR
.studies on the Negro in litera- were Iowa State College, Penn
"The Glass Menagerie," in which
Does the oblong box fit? Are ture, and is an authority on Walt sylvania State College, and the
he scored a dramatic success as you the slender or in between Whitman, the New American University of Pennsylvania.
Tom, the irate brother. While on type that looks well in a straight Theatre, Contemporary American
the campus, he was active in tailored suit or dress, if so this Literature, and American RoNational forests represent the
radio, the rally committee, and is your best grouping. Or, do you manticism.
Little Theatre work. He was af want to achieve this effect ... I Although several lecturers have first large-scale attempt at pub
lic ownership and operation of
filiated with Rhizomia.
Can you get away with it? Okay, been sent out by the American forest lands in this country.
so its yours. Well, the
general
""
MAINE FOOD PRODUCTION consensus is that you should
wear big hats with your costume
GRACE METHODIST CHURCH
Cash farm income from farm . . . it is also appropriate to wear
crops in Maine amounts to 125% a lot of doodads and fruit and
CHANNEL and STANISLAUS
million dollars annually at pres junk up there (too, if you decide
ent prices.
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND ITS SERVICES
(Continued on page 7)

FASHION FENCE

''

J

ROGERS

11

GOING SKIING ?

i

then YOU will
interested in our . .
•

>e

9:45 CHURCH SCHOOL
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP

•

•

•

SKI CLOTHING SALE
Reg. 12.95

NOW

9.95

1.75

?

PHONE 7-7452

n

FOUhTflin 1 [J
i

J

NO MONEY
DOWN

AfXBrJl-

DIAL 8-8628

NOW 98c

$1.00 A WEEK

KMT

434 E. WEBER AVE.

LET'S MEET AT —

— SKI BOOTS ALSO ON SALE —

^

TED'S

NOW 14.95

Vhite Stag Caps

ROjGEftS/

PACIFIC

107 N. AMERICAN ST.

hite Stag Ski Pants
Reg. 22.50

SERVING

MEAT MARKET

White Stag- Ski Jackets

Reg.

5:15—8:40 SCHOOL OF LIFE

HARPWA*§j|cOMPANY
"EBER and AMERICAN

DIAL 4-4651

3 2 1 6 PACIFIC AVE.

P H O N E 3-2346
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^anwdo picture

Board of Trustees
Considers New Plans

DEADLINE!

N

rinal Dates to Buy Tickets:
Feb 16 Through 20
Final Deadline to Have
Pictures Taken:
Feb. 23
This Is the End!!!
MEWS BRIEF—

NOTICES

* Attention Women. Try-outs for
the Aquacade will be held at 7:00
Lock Tuesday night. Girls in
terested in trying out should be
at the Gym at 7:00 with bathing

suits.
Student Reception. The recep
tion for new students has been
postponed until further notice.

10.

Registration
will be held open through the 11
o'clock Monday meeting for late
registrants in the class. Aero
nautics 10 is a new course being
offered by the State Department
of Education. Three hours of fly
ing time will be paid for by the
state.
Aeronautics

Fashion Fence

RiCOHDS

IN TRAFFIC

Radios

There s safety in numbers" is
that doesn't apply on
'fornia's crowded streets and

and

nif o
Califortinn L3te Automobile Associavy traffic requires extra
alwt
S?fS 3nd careful driving, ?
J^alwalking. "Take It Easy." •

i

with finesse ... oh what strateg| ic fiends we are.
ABOUT EVERYTHING

The combination of all our new
buildings enables us to have a
ten-minute period between classes
giving the teachers time to set
up and take down projectors and
various other examples for their
classes. It also gives students
more time to get to classes plus
eliminating most of the classes
from 4:15 on and also the new
building enables us to have a
more successful interior scholas
tic program.

It isn't necessary that a gal's
wardrobe be built around just
one of these outlines, but if it
were it would be fairly simple to
choose what to wear since ail
This is the new look. The skim the lines would be in harmony
py top and the flared bottom . . . with one another.
together and your color eye
don't think that the full hemline
•For example, if you choose the | would determine the rest.
will hide everything, cause . . .
But if you chose a square, sis
triangle outline for every gar
If you have a small waist-line
ter, you're stuck with him.
you can do
otherwi
ment in the wardrobe, you could,
_ A sma]1 hat wi„ do the
know
interchange
jackets and skirts, j stock shows were held in Cali,,
m , ,
tnck and complete
the costume, knowing that the lines went well fornia as early as 1854.

the
w °i«# | n

town

stress on smallness with
a wide snug girdled
•

corselet. New ending for
full frivolous sleeves with
greatly exaggerated

BE SHARP!!
FEEL SHARP!!
LOOK SHARP!!

tapered cuffs. The wheel of
skirt accents rounded hips
and whirls on down in
wonderful abandon. In
Bates "sun-country"

STYLE HEADQUARTERS
FOR THE LATEST IN
CAMPUS WEAR

Bob

publicized South

party-planned print! New

\ JOHNNY CALYIN

tv
r
i
Y y xford

well

Johnnye Junior's newest

Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

2016 Pacific Avenue

The

Campus was put to use for the
first time this semester with the
opening of buildings "O" and "P"
giving sixteen more class rooms
to the College. Next semester "O"
and "P" will be used exclusively
for J. C. business teachers and
classes but it now holds classes
of psychology, political science,
Spanish, speech English and busi
ness administration. The other
buildings on the South Campus,
now in frames, will be identified
in the future with the letters
from A-N.

. » . and it's yours in

Phonographs

•

yS| points out the

N°ack

Buildings 0 and P Now
In Use on South Campus

Not only was the college pre
paring last week for the flood of
new students expected for regis-1
tration, but also a meeting of the
board of trustees was in progress.
The main purpose of the meet
ing was a general consideration
of the present state of the college
with regard to plans for the
future. The board tentatively ap
proved plans toward an enlarged
football stadium.
,
Permission was granted author
izing plans for financing, and
engineering and architectural im-1
provements. President Burns said
he hoped also for the completion |
of the commercial units of the
Student Union.
Figures established the growth
of the college since the upper di-'
^ ,
vision was organized in 1936 and
"
people. Padded should1937 were presented to the board. ers and straigbt skirts belong
From 443 students in those years, here. Svelte. Again the big hat
enrollment will pass 1,200 this figures . . . This will slim out
year"
pudgy priscilla, too. Give her a
From a total of 281 students mmm .
registered in the 1942 summer >
. lelg
•' * "
s
school, enrollment increased to a
confidence,
total of 1,416 the summer of 1947. THE INVERTED TRIANGLE

Historical Landmark Caravan
Trip. Reservations for the Cara
van Trip to Sacramento, leaving
Saturday, February 21, will close
today. Those interested should
(Continued from Page 6)
see Dr. G. A. Werner in Room
208 of the Administration Build on it. You're sorta safe to wear
crazy accessories in this plain
ing.
With the arrival of the new tailored rectangle This type of
makes for tallness and
semester, students who are prone ensemble
, ,
.,
acpontnato, ,t
it
a regular slimto mislay itheir possessions, valu accentuates
able and otherwise, are reminded mer . . . too.
of the existence of the lost and
ASQUARE
found department, located at the
The square doesn't need much
information window of the ad
elaboration. The tailored box
ministration building.
coat is typical of this outline, so
Finders of mislaid articles are
are raincoats, so are suits with
requested to file them with this
loose-buttoned jackets-. One thing
department as soon as possible.
lo keep in mind about squares,:
This particular office did a
they're definitely tailored and
brisk business last semester, with
any chapeau should he same . . .
some 50 to 75 unclaimed articles
mp friot. Those bowlers, off the
on hand when the new term be
face simple kind . . . they're the
gan. All recovered goods are held
ticket.
until the end of the semester and
then are disposed of.
THE TRIANGLE
This is the most flattering for
Money received from any of
the unclaimed goods and from re
sale of books to the book store,
LATEST DISC-HITS
ah goes to the Student Union
fund.
CARE

Page 7

washable rayon.
Sizes 9 to 15.

$12.95

(ho

(On men ana oovt
17,8

Pacific Aven ue

Hours Monday, 1 to 9 P. M.

Dial 2-3202

a/ierttjo.
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SO THIS IS COLLEGE !/.

Rudie

MicHeL

GUYS 'n GALS
By DAVID GERBER

The new semester initiated the
opening of TORTILLA FLATS on
the South Campus ... Ex G. I.'s
Nanci Rinehart
Editor-in-Chief
Mary Jo Hamrick.
Business Manager
had to be carried over to the newFaculty Advisors
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison.class rooms until they were as
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
sured they weren't surplus Ger
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, I
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
man Concentration Camps . . .
Bruce Coleman
,
Associate Editor
It was T-Day the Sunday be
Norm Ritter
Sports Editor
George Fritz
News Editor
fore last for five Pacific StuMarian Brimm
Feature Editor
dents-T standing for "They had
Jackie Case
Society Editor
it"—who braved 4he call of the
nuptials. The five who add an
other battle star to their Ameri
can Theatre Ribbon are LOU
LINCOLN, U. S. A.
COWARD, GEORGE BRUMM,
LEN DIETRICH, EVERETT WIL
We've come a long way since Mr. Abe fought bis free
SON, AND ART BROWN . . .
I DTOER3TATO THAT SHB MDTTKD TOUR HOURS *00 IX TH1X, ARDTglS IS SBX FIRST
dom fight—yes, a long way.
CHAHCR SHB HAL TO FALL DORM III!
The wedding brought out the
We've got pop-up toasters and triple features and power
new look creations as exhibited
And on the more serious side: by NANCY HARROLD, MARIships for our underground slaves crossing the Mediter
ranean. And more to tab on our "I'm Proud List" are the
LYS HORRALL AND GENE GAL
SONNET TO A SELFISH
LAGHER. BUD KLEIN cracked,
I nited Nations, A-bombs and electric woodcutting machines.
By MARIAN BRIMM
CITIZEN
"The longer the skirt the shorter
Better than Abe bad.
The day has come at last for
the look." JOE VIERRA retorted,
You like that, huh?
the recognition of all the Poet These helpless creatures turn my "Thank God I got a good mem
Well, tell yourself how much effect the new gadgets Laureates of Pacific, and so . . .
way for life;
ory."
have on the hellos of our North and South home neighbors this column is born.
They look imploringly at me and
CAROL WILSON recently re
If
any
prospective
Brown
and how much our progress has helped the homefolks to
cry,
covered
from a case of cracked
ings' are interested in submitting
understand those far neighbors over there.
But should I worry if these chil ribs suffered during a skiing trip
any of your creations please bring
dren die?
only to wrench her knee on an
0. K., you say—"Words, words, words—and what have them up to the weekly office and
you got?" You're right. But,—maybe you're wrong. Mr. leave them for the feature editor. Am I to blame for their misfor other snow exhibition. No local
swains were with her but rather
tunes rife?
Abe had words. He also found pigs in the ditch, books to I'll enjoy reading them even if I
California U. Boys, which proves
What
matters
if
the
cold
cuts
can't
print
them.
However,
I'll
walk miles for and a southern neighbor to fight for.
its
rough when, Thars Bears in
like
a
knife!
print two a week ... so don't be
Give it a thought—a Lincoln, U. S. A.
KEN JOHN
shy, — get out your pencil and Does heaven look to me to rectify them Thar HilLs"
SON
is
diligently
learning
how
rhyming dictionary and create!
The failure of demand to match to yodel as well as reading reciThis week's poems were written
supply?
pies for Smorgasbord as Shirley
in Dr. Farley's verse writing class
Am
I
to starve to ease this com Matson returns shortly from the
of last semester. There will also
mon strife?
Scandinavian Countries ... Af
be a one-unit verse writing class
ter seeing the T-man movie show
organized a little later in the
Another pork chop, waitress, if downtown North Hall boys are
Should Pacific have a student at least three times a semester semester if any of you are in
you please.
cautiously watching JACK STASCourt? This is a question to be or oftener if necessary. The court terested. But now for the poems
It grows increasing hard for me SI . . . BILL McCANTS, Music
considered carefully. The follow may be called into session by the of this week:
to fill
Major, when hit with an inspira
ing story is information on the president of the Student Body,
subject of student courts gath Chief Justice, or the Student Men why try to be suave and This aching void within. Will tion for a new tune will get up
complex
naught appease
ered by the student affairs com Council, or by a petition contain
at two and three in the morning
mittee of our college:
ing fifty signatures of the Asso Give constant mirth to the oppo My emptiness, remove the bitter and walk for miles until he gets
site sex.
what he wants. Anyhow its a
chill
Stockton High School, San Jose ciated Students.
For
they're
ever suspicious of That penetrates my heart? What new angle . . .
State, Sacramento College, and
5. The Student Court shall have
feminine guiles,
How come Dean Betz's outer
Ripon High School are a few jurisdiction over all cases of dis
dread disease
schools that have adopted this ciplinary nature pertaining to the Yet are first to dote on a woman's Has suddenly beset me, left me office is always; so full? . . . The
smiles.
method of student control. Ex student body of the College of
Quonsets can look good if you
ill?
—Betty Nisson
cept in cases of poor leadership, Pacific, or Stockton Junior Col
go in backwards while looking
—Jim Morrison.
they all report success in this lege, as is granted to the Student i
at North Hall . . . Bill Wirt and
venture.
HOWARD PIERCE 6.6" and 6.8"
Government, and shall have the
Basketball giants have chipped
These are some of the problems power to enforce all regulations I
in for War Surplus Material Ra
considered, that could be dealt of student body activities and stu-'
with in a student court:
dar Equipment to aid themselves
dent conduct as enacted by the
when fog hits the campus . . .
1. Use of alcohol at regular Student Council and as provided
by the Constitution.
Don't mention worms to Tau
student functions.
Kappa Pledges . . . You can tell
2. Need for controlling conduct
6. The Student Court shall in
its leap year, just check the soror
at regular student functions.
terpret the Constitution and rule
ities pantries, they're loaded with
3. Student body card violators, on the constitutionality of any act
i attract them," replied the Amer- boxes of chocolates.
4. Governing body to which of an officer or body of officers EPITAPH ON A DENTIST
Stranger, approach this spot [ ican girl, "it's our greenbacks."
FINIS
constitutionality of and new acts operating under the constitution.
may be decided upon.
operating under the Constitution. with gravity;
5. Governing body to interpret
7. The Student Court shall have ' J°hn Brown is filling his last CAUSE AND EFFECT
Get
our Horse!f
constitution.'
the power to suspend, abridge, or cavity"I hear that some explorer has
,, PreservinK the "No Smok- revoke Associated S t u d e n t s' j
found a tribe of wild women who Dear Wilbur:
11116 lone chick, taking a look
ing" tradition.
Membership cards or to recomdon't have any tongues."
This is to inform you that the
With all these things in mind, mend faculty judgment for mis- around an incubator full of un"That so? Then how can they new staff of the Weekly is ready
the committee found that the fol- conduct which might bring dis- hatched eggs: "Looks like I'll be talk?"
to receive your beefy billetlowing court organization and repute to the college or student an only child; mother's blown a
"They can't. That's why they're douxs. We will also accept let
procedure could be put into ef body.
I fuse."
wild."
ters that say good things. Print
fect af Pacific:
Bi 8. Any regular member of the
able letters will be printed and
1. The Student Court shall con-1 Associated Students may bring ENOUGH
"Will this operation be danger we have a place for the others.
sist of five regular members of, before the Student Court any ir"Why did you get a divorce?" ous, Doctor?"
Our address is 311 Ad Building
the Associated Student Body, regularity or unconstitutional
"My wife called me an 'idiot'."
"No operation is dangerous and if we're in the field, get off
Represented on the Student Court act.
"That's not sufficient cause for that just costs $40."
your horse Wilbur and slide it
will be one member of Senior
9. The Student Court shall be a divorce."
under the door (not the horse,
standing and one of Freshman in complete charge of all student
"Well, you see, it was like this. COURTESY
the letter).
standing, elected at the regular elections.
I came home and found my wife
A young woman stalled her car
So long,
Spring election for one year. One
10. The Student Court shall in the arms of the chauffeur, and
at
a
traffic
light.
She
stamped
on
BOSCOE
Junior and one Sophomore will have jurisdiction over any intox- I said, 'What's the meaning of
be elected at the regular Fall elec- icated students attending regular this?' and she said, 'can't you see, the starter, yanked the choke,
and, of course, flooded the carbu
tions for one year.
P.S.A. or athletic functions.
you idiot?'"
retor. An impatient driver behind
2. A chief justice shall be ap
These steps in procedure for a
her honked his horn steadily.
pointed by the Student Body pres- Student Court at Pacific, are still
"You American girls to not
id went or by the student affairs in the proposal stage. If members have as healthy complexions as Finally, she got out and walked
committee, at the beginning of, of the Student Body feel this is we have," remarked the English back.
"I'm awfully sorry, but I don't
each semester, to be of senior a step in the right direction, for hostess. "I don't understand why
s ftnaingbetter government on our cam- our society men take such a fan seem to be able to start my car,"
she said. "If you'll go up there
3. student Court members shall pus, it is worthy of consideration, cy to your white faces."
and start it for me, I'll stay here
be ineligible to hold any elected
It isn t our white faces that | and lean on your horn for you."
office under the Associated Stu- j Eleven square leagues was the
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land grant under the
he Student Court shall meet Mexican colonization law of 1824.

FRESHMAN WELCOMING RALLY, THURSDAY AT II IN THE AUD.i

